Customize dashboards
INTRODUCTION
The dashboard environment in DISQOVER is composed of three parts: the search history on the left, the actual
dashboard in the middle, and the results of the selected data type on the right.
The dashboard in the middle visually summarizes the search results. The goal of a dashboard is to see relevant
information about the search results making it easy to filter, see trends, and explore the search results.
Dashboards contain visual elements, called panels or widgets. A default dashboard contains preset panels/widgets,
however it is possible to create a custom dashboard and save the dashboard as a template for future use.

CREATE NEW DASHBOARD
To create a new empty dashboard, click the Create new dashboard option from the Template dialog in the dashboard
(see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Create new dashboard.
An empty dashboard appears.

ADD PANELS/WIDGETS
To add a panel to a dashboard, click the blue plus button (

), located in the bottom right of the dashboard.

A new dialog appears: the list on the left shows the available data and their type of data and the tabs on the right
group the different type of panels (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Add new panels to a dashboard.
As you can see, there are two search bars present which allow you to quickly search for data and panel types.
To display the provenance of the data, click the settings button (
Figure 3).

) and toggle the Show datasources option (see

Figure 3: Show data source information.
Use the switch to select the data of interest.
The list on the right is updated, showing the applicable panel types for the selected data.
Clicking a panel type adds the panel to the dashboard.

CHANGE PANEL/WIDGET SETTINGS
Resizing panels is possible by clicking the bottom right corner of the panel (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Resize a panel.
Using the panel header, panels can be dragged around in the dashboard to change the position (see Figure 5). The
other panels automatically adjust.

Figure 5: Drag and drop a panel in the dashboard.
With the settings button, located in the upper right corner of each panel (
Figure 6).

), changes can be made to a panel (see

Figure 6: Access the panel settings.
Options include deleting a panel, changing the data shown, choosing a color scheme and various other settings
depending on the panel type (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Panel settings.

SAVE A DASHBOARD
To save a dashboard, click the Save as template option from the Template dialog in the dashboard (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: Save as template.
Specify a Name and optionally include a Description.
The new dashboard template is added to the list of templates and is selected.
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